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General overview 
According to the World Economic Situation and Prospects (WESP) mid-2021 report of the United Nations, following a 
sharp contraction of 3.6% in 2020, the global economy is now projected to expand by 5.4% in 2021, reflecting an 
upward revision from the UN forecasts released in January. Amid rapid vaccinations and continued fiscal and monetary 
support measures, China and the United States – the two largest economies – are on the path to recovery. In contrast, 
the growth outlook in several countries in South Asia, sub-Saharan Africa, and Latin America and the Caribbean remains 
fragile and uncertain.  
 
International merchandise trade for the Group of 20 (G20) reached record levels in the first quarter (Q1) of 2021, the 
Paris-based Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) said on 20 May.  
Compared with the previous quarter, exports and imports for the G20 increased by 8.0% and 8.1% respectively. China 
saw exports up 18.9% and imports up 19.0% in Q1 2021. Chinese import growth was led by metals and metal ores, 
cereals and integrated circuits, while export growth was led by electronic products, vehicles and textiles (including face 
masks). Argentina, Australia, Brazil and South Africa, among the G20's largest exporters of agricultural commodities and 
metals, saw their exports soar benefitting from the rising prices of these commodities. The nearly 35% increase in crude 
oil prices in Q1 translated into the rising export values of Canada, Russia and Indonesia. Since energy products are a 
major import for most G20 economies, the price increases also resulted in higher import values in the same period, 
according to the OECD quarterly report. In the European Union (EU), exports and imports grew by 3.8% and 5.0% 
respectively over the period. Germany, the bloc's leading power, saw its exports growing by 4.4% and imports up by 
4.3%. The UK was the only G20 economy to record negative merchandise trade growth, both for exports and for 
imports in Q1 2021. The slowdown follows large increases in the previous quarter, when stockpiling was taking place in 
view of the exit from the EU Single Market, according to the OECD. 
 
In its Global Monthly report in May, the World Bank’s overview states that the global recovery gained momentum and 
broadened across sectors in April and May. Although vaccinations have proceeded rapidly in advanced economies, it 
continues to lag across emerging market and development economies (EMDEs), some of which have seen a surge in 
COVID-19 cases, especially India, which experienced nearly as many COVID cases as the rest of the world combined. 
Global financing conditions have remained favourable as major central banks maintained their commitment to 
accommodative monetary policy. 
The global recovery is gaining pace. The global composite output PMI index (the Purchasing Managers' Index is an index 
of the prevailing direction of economic trends in the manufacturing and service sectors) rose from 54.8 to 56.3 in April, 
reaching an 11-year high.  
 
The Federal Reserve and the European Central Bank reaffirmed their commitment to continue asset purchases, 
indicating that they will tolerate a transitory increase in inflation above target. Overall, global financing conditions 
remained accommodative in April, with spreads on high-yield and investment-grade corporate bonds hitting record 
lows and most sovereign borrowing costs holding steady.  
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Brief overview of the main countries where Mikro Kapital is active 
 
Russia 
Russian President Vladimir Putin has formally accepted US President Joe Biden’s invitation to a one-on-one summit via 
his representatives during a high level diplomatic meeting in Geneva on 24 May. The meeting is slated to happen on 15 
or 16 June in a “third country”, although the exact date and venue have not yet been decided. 
 
Rosstat (the Federal State Statistics Service) released its first estimate of Russia’s 1Q21 GDP dynamics on 17 May, 
revising this year’s Q1 contraction upwards from -1.4% to -1%. Russia’s economy suffered surprisingly little damage 
during last year’s annus horribilis, which is doubly surprising as the 3% of GDP the government spent on stimulus 
measures was also one of the most frugal in the world. According to SberBank, the economy is now only slightly below 
where it was at the end of 2019, and has almost made back all the ground it lost in 2020 due to the multiple shocks. 
Rosstat also reported earlier that the economy had returned to growth of 0.5% in March, but the contractions of 2.2% 
and 2.5% in January and February respectively were enough to ensure there was a contraction for the first quarter as a 
whole. 
 
Russia's debt chiefs are working on a mechanism that will allow the government to retire costly rouble bonds sold to 
raise emergency funds during the coronavirus pandemic. "The goal is to restore the right structure of the portfolio so 
that in the next crisis government debt can be used to conduct an active economic policy again", Deputy Finance 
Minister Timur Maksimov said in an interview. 
 
The Russian business confidence index has risen to zero for the first time since 2012, when the index briefly went 
positive for seven months in a row for the first time ever. Business confidence has been recovering after being knocked 
off its feet last year by the corona crisis, falling to a low of -7.3 in the autumn of 2020, still not as low as in the previous 
two years, when it fell to -8. Some have argued that Russia’s economy has just started a new super cycle that will be fed 
by the boom in commodity prices currently under way. The price of iron is at a nine-year high and copper prices are at 
an all-time high and expected to stay there, driven by the rising demand generated by electronic gadgets and electric 
cars. Oil prices have also recovered and are comfortably over $60 a barrel, well above the budget’s breakeven price of 
$42.  
 
Russia’s Watcom shopping index, which measures foot traffic in Moscow’s largest malls, started to show a stronger 
recovery between the middle of April and the middle of May, and is approaching levels not seen since 2019. The 
shopping index in the first few crisis-free months of 2021 was still some 20%-25% y/y down from 2019, the first year of 
strong growth since the last oil price shock in 2014, but shopping in malls has also been losing ground to the rise of 
online shopping, which is the fastest growing segment of the Russian economy in recent years. In weeks 20 and 21 (10-
24 May) the index rose again to the current 420, only 9.7% below the 2019 result of 465.2.  
 
Russian President Vladimir Putin announced the upcoming launch of a fourth COVID-19 vaccine in the country at the 
ceremony of presentation of credentials of foreign ambassadors. Three COVID-19 vaccines are currently registered in 
Russia: Sputnik V, EpiVacCorona and KoviVak. 
 
Romania 
Romania’s gross domestic product (GDP) recorded a 0.2% decline (in gross terms) in the first quarter of 2021 compared 
to the same period of 2020. In seasonally adjusted terms, the GDP was unchanged versus Q1 2020, the National 
Statistics Institute (INS) announced on Tuesday, 18 May. 
However, the GDP in the first quarter of this year was 2.8% higher than in the last quarter of 2020, thus marking the 
third consecutive quarter of recovery after the 11.8% quarter-on-quarter drop recorded in Q2 2020 amid the state of 
emergency and the lockdown. The analysts see the flash report released by INS as positive and expect the economic 
growth for the full year to beat the previous estimates. 
“There is not much to chew on in today’s data as the growth details will only be available on 8 June. Regardless of the 
details, however, one thing is certain: as we speak, the economy is above pre-pandemic levels! This is about one 
quarter earlier than we’d envisaged and paves the way for a GDP growth rate in 2021 that could dwarf even our 
optimistic 5.5% forecast”, ING Bank chief economist Valentin Tataru said in a note. “While the retail, construction and 
industrial sectors have not necessarily posted impressive numbers in the first quarter, we suspect that the main growth 
drivers have been related to the public sector and possibly agriculture”.  
Romania will start to substantially relax the restrictions imposed since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic in the month 
of June, president Klaus Iohannis announced on Thursday, 13 May. Starting 15 May, people will no longer be required 



  

to wear masks in outdoor public places, the night curfew will end and the stores will return to their normal opening 
hours, Iohannis announced. As of 1 June, the authorities will allow more participants to public and private events, such 
as sports matches and weddings. Moreover, there will be no more limitations on the number of people who can attend 
such events if the organiser can make sure that all the participants are vaccinated. 
While the current restrictions on the operation of local schools will remain in place, the president said he was confident 
that all the students would be able to return to school by the end of the school year. 
 
The Bucharest Stock Exchange (BVB) has been setting record after record in recent months. Not only has its main index, 
the BET, soared past its peak before the global financial crisis to reach a new all-time high, there has also been intense 
activity on AoRO, the dedicated market for smaller companies that has seen a string of new listings and bond issues. In 
April, the BET exceeded the threshold of 11,000 points for the first time in the exchange’s 23-year history, and has 
continued to rise, peaking at over 11,700 on 12 May and remaining over 11,600 since then. The BET-TR, which includes 
dividends, has also set new records. In the first three months of 2021 the two indices soared by 14%, and over 12 
months the BET rose by 46.7% and the BET-TR by 54.4%. The value of transactions with all types of financial 
instruments increased by 30.4% at the end of the first three months of 2021 compared to the same period last year, 
according to bourse data. 
 
Belarus 
Belarus's export of agricultural products to China skyrocketed by 87.7% in Q1 2021 year-on-year, Belarus' Deputy 
Agriculture and Food Minister Aleksei Bogdanov told a press conference on 24 May. In Q1, Belarus exported around 
$1.5 billion worth of agricultural and food products, which was up by 5.3% year-on-year. “The growth target stood at 
1.5%. Our agricultural enterprises were able to exceed this target. In Q1, additional foreign currency revenues 
amounted to almost $74 million”, Aleksei Bogdanov noted. In January-March 2021, Belarusian food products were 
delivered to 88 countries (versus 83 countries in January-March 2020). “Supplies to the countries of Asia and Oceania 
soared by 70.1%, to the EU by 38.4%, to the Americas and the Caribbean countries by 78.3%. All in all, supplies to non-
CIS countries increased by 47.8% over the same period of last year”, Aleksei Bogdanov said.  
 
On 17 May, the National Statistical Committee of Belarus stated that in January-April 2021 Belarus's GDP grew by 2.5% 
compared to the same period of 2020. According to initial estimates, the GDP amounted to Br50.6 billion in current 
prices, up by 2.5% in comparable prices year-on-year.  
 
The economy has overcome a recession and shifted into a growth trajectory, according to Belarusian First Deputy 
Economy Minister Yuri Chebotar. According to the official, "Results of the first quarter indicate that the economy is past 
recession and has reached a growth trajectory. The main goals of the five-year term as determined by the head of state 
are being fulfilled. First, social stability has been ensured in the country. Real revenues of the population, salaries, and 
pensions are on the rise. The size of public sector salaries has exceeded 80% of the country's average. Employment is 
rising on the back of the economic upturn. Employment increased by more than 2,600 people in March in comparison 
with the beginning of the year. Losses of working hours have been reduced. An increase in unemployment has been 
prevented. Nearly 13,000 people have been assigned new jobs". Speaking about the second task – ensuring economic 
growth simultaneously with macroeconomic balance – the official explained: "In conditions of the crisis we did not 
tighten the macroeconomic policy. Contrariwise, the approaches were relaxed. First, measures were taken to minimise 
the growth of interest rates on loans. Interest rates on new loans increased by only one percentage point in comparison 
with January 2020 to 11.9% per annum”. 
 
Kazakhstan 
Kazakhstan has impressive agriculture potential. It has the world’s fifth largest endowment of agricultural land: nearly 
25 million hectares of arable land and over 70 million hectares of pasture land, of which only 30% is currently used. 
Today, the government of Kazakhstan is looking to exploit the untapped potential of the agriculture sector (including 
livestock) for value-addition, exports, jobs, and inclusive and sustainable growth. The World Bank is stepping in to 
support Kazakhstan in developing this high-value export-oriented sector through the Sustainable Livestock 
Development Programme for Results, which is focused on environmentally sustainable, inclusive and competitive beef 
production in the country. 
The five-year Programme for Results (PforR) (2022–26) is designed to support the state Agro-Industrial Complex 
Development programme and will be implemented by the Ministry of Agriculture of the Republic of Kazakhstan. The 
US$500 million loan, financed by the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, will be disbursed on a 
PforR basis, a financing instrument specifically intended to strengthen and support government programmes by using a 
country’s own institutions and linking the disbursement of funds directly to the achievement of specific results. 
 



  

On 20 May e-commerce giant Amazon added Kazakhstan to its list of countries accepted to register for selling on 
Amazon, the Kazakh Trade and Integration Ministry announced. “We are pleased to announce that Kazakh businesses 
can now sell on Amazon. We are ready to work with Kazakhstan’s dynamic business community, including small and 
medium-sized sellers, and help them connect with customers around the world”, said Eric Broussard, Vice President for 
International Marketplaces and Retail at Amazon. This will allow Kazakh citizens to sell their products online as part of 
the ministry’s broader effort to support Kazakh producers and facilitate their entry into foreign markets. 
 
According the Prime Minister, the epidemiological situation in the country has stabilised. Kazakhstan has moved from 
the “red” to the “yellow” zone in terms of spreading COVID-19. The virus’ reproductive index is 0.94. Vaccination rates 
are increasing. To date (26 May), 3 million vaccinations have been administered in Kazakhstan, of which 2 million 
people got the first dose of vaccine, and nearly 1 million people got the second dose. 
 
President Tokayev was informed about the plans for the implementation of the Employment Roadmap in 2021. Prime 
Minister Mamin noted that 300 billion tenge was allocated for the implementation of the Employment Roadmap this 
year, creating 35,600 jobs. The measures to increase the inflow of foreign and domestic investment, strengthen the 
potential of SMEs, further diversify the structure of the economy through the growth and development of the 
manufacturing sector and other pressing issues of socio-economic development were discussed by the President and 
the Prime Minister. 
 
Tajikistan 
The Minister of Finance of Tajikistan Faiziddin Qahhorzoda and the World Bank Country Manager for Tajikistan Jan-
Peter Olters signed an agreement on additional financing for Tajikistan’s emergency COVID-19 response, according to 
the Ministry of Finance (MoF) Secretariat. Under the agreement that was signed in Dushanbe on 21 May, the World 
Bank will give US$21.3 million in grant aid to Tajikistan. These resources (additional to the previous $20 million) will be 
used to strengthen the country’s response, specifically to buy coronavirus vaccines, personal protection equipment and 
tests, as well as to support the immunisation system and training of vaccination personnel. Currently the World Bank is 
financing 21 projects in Tajikistan totalling $1.1 billion. 
 
The World Bank will award a US$132 million grant to Tajikistan for rehabilitation of roads that are of regional 
importance in Central Asia, according to the Secretariat of the Ministry of Finance (MoF). For this, a relevant document 
was signed by Finance Minister Faiziddin Qahhorzoda, Customs Service Head Khurshed Karimzoda and World Bank 
Country Manager for Tajikistan Jan-Peter Olters on 17 May. The Fourth Phase of the Central Asia Regional Links 
Programme (CARs-4) aims to enhance Tajikistan’s regional transport connectivity and facilitate cross-border trade and 
increase the resilience and safety of its road infrastructure in Sughd province and Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous 
Region (GBAO). The northern Sughd province and the eastern part of GBAO play a strategically important role as they 
serve as the country’s entry and exit points for trade and travel to neighbouring countries, including to Uzbekistan, 
Kyrgyzstan, Afghanistan and China, as well as acting as a transit corridor. 
 
Uzbekistan 
Uzbekistan’s eagerness to improve rail links between the Central and South Asia countries has nudged many global 
financial bodies like the World Bank, the European Investment Bank, the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank and the 
US International Development Finance Corporation (DFC) to express their interest to contribute in the project. 
According to Uzbekistan’s Ministry of Investment and Foreign Trade (MIFT), the World Bank has indicated a willingness 
to finance the fieldwork and to provide technical assistance in the construction of a railway network between 
Afghanistan’s Mazar-i-Sharif-Kabul and the Pakistani city of Peshawar. 
After discussions with Anna Bjerde, Vice President of the World Bank for Europe and Central Asia, the ministry declared 
that this railway project connecting Afghanistan with Pakistan will cost around US$ 5 billion. It will involve the 
construction of a 573-kilometre (356 miles) railway line with an annual transit potential of up to 20 million tonnes of 
cargo. The new transport corridor will improve connectivity between Uzbekistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan, India and the 
countries of Southeast Asia.  
 
On 17 May 2021 the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Uzbekistan held a meeting with Anna Bjerde. The parties 
separately considered the reforms in the field of transformation of large state-owned enterprises, as well as the process 
of reforming state-owned banks within the framework of the Strategy for Reforming the Banking System of the 
Republic of Uzbekistan for 2020-2025. Bjerde stressed that the World Bank will continue to provide financial and 
advisory assistance to the country in implementing reforms aimed at its transition to an inclusive and sustainable 
market economy. 



  

Following the negotiations between the World Bank and the government of Uzbekistan, a ceremony for the signing of 
financial and grant agreements on the Water Services and Institutional Support Project in Uzbekistan was held. A $239 
million credit from the World Bank and a $7.8 million grant from the Swiss State Secretariat for Economic Affairs have 
been allocated to the project. 
 
A financial agreement on the Modernizing National Innovation System Project in Uzbekistan was signed. A $50 million 
credit from the World Bank was allocated to the project. The new project will help the government develop a market-
oriented national innovation system. The project will improve the capacity of public research organisations (PROs) to 
achieve international standards of research quality and enable the commercialisation of research results. Senior and 
junior researchers from local universities or research institutes will be able to get grants to implement up to 50 R&D 
sub-projects, including joint ones with international researchers and the private sector. In addition, up to 30 grants will 
be allocated among local firms to finance the launch of their knowledge-based startups and invest in R&D of new or 
existing innovative products and services, which they can sell locally or export. 
 
For the first time, the Republic of Uzbekistan held the regular VII meeting of the CIS Industrial Policy Council. On 8 May 
of this year the Agreement on cooperation in the field of industry and the establishment of the Council for Industrial 
Policy of the CIS Member States entered into force in the Republic of Uzbekistan. 
 
Kyrgyzstan 
Anna Bjerde, World Bank Vice President for Europe and Central Asia, visited the Kyrgyz Republic on 11-12 May 2021. 
She reiterated the Bank’s support for the COVID-19 response, aimed at ensuring an economic recovery that is green, 
resilient and inclusive. Ms. Bjerde welcomed the Kyrgyz government’s plans for reforms in the energy sector and efforts 
to protect the poor and vulnerable, and offered to expand World Bank support, including social safety net programmes. 
 
On 24 May, Russian President Vladimir Putin met with his Kyrgyz counterpart Sadyr Japarov in the Black Sea resort city 
of Sochi. The meeting of the heads of the two friendly states made it possible to personally discuss the most important 
issues of bilateral relations — economic projects and the fight against the coronavirus. 
 
Armenia 
On 19 May the Private equity fund Amber Capital Armenia, supported by the European Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development (EBRD) and the European Union, acquired Solis, an Armenian solar plant operator, to build and operate a 
4 MW photovoltaic (PV) solar power plant in Aragatsotn, western Armenia. The facility is expected to be operational by 
the end of 2021 and generate 7.5 GWH of clean energy per year, resulting in 3,200 tonnes of avoided CO2 emissions 
annually, the EBRD said. The power plant will contribute to Armenia’s green recovery and create around 50 jobs in 
construction and plant operations, it added. 
 
Armenia’s private sector will obtain new resources for green financing thanks to a $6mn financial package put together 
by the European Bank for Reconstruction (EBRD) and the Green Climate Fund (GCF). The latter is contributing up to 
$1.5mn in concessional financing. 
 
Moldova 
The World Bank (WB) published the spring edition of the Moldova Economic Update, which shows that “the economy 
has gained some momentum on the back of the easing of COVID-19 restrictions”. Affected by the pandemic and a 
severe drought, economic activity plummeted in 2020, with GDP declining by 7%. The main drivers of GDP decline were 
household consumption, which also declined by 7%, followed by investment and inventories. On the supply side, the 
lockdown measures halted trade and industrial production, while a severe drought impacted agriculture. Employment 
dropped too. In 2021 the economy started to gradually rebound. 
 
Referring directly to Moldova's prospects, World Bank's experts said that uncertainties around the evolution of the 
pandemic and the political environment will keep the economy below potential. However, GDP is estimated to rebound 
to 3.8% in 2021, assuming favourable conditions including a successful rollout of vaccines. The economy is expected to 
gain momentum underpinned by the recovery in disposable income in part powered by resilient remittances, the 
positive fiscal impulse (higher public wages and transfers) and an accommodative monetary stance. Also, after a sharp 
contraction not seen since the 2009 global recession, Moldova faces a slow recovery in growth. Economic growth in 
2022 is expected to be similar to that of 2021. All sectors will enjoy a rebound as consumer and investment confidence 
strengthens on the back of more favourable external conditions, a dovish monetary stance and an expansionary fiscal 
policy.  
 



  

Overview of Mikro Kapital's activities 
Mikro Kapital launched a new important project involving all the companies of the group for ESG data collection and 
processing integration to produce a complete ESG report for our investors. 
Mikro Kapital issued its 2020 results. In such a turbulent year the ability to react quickly, transform and adapt to 
changing conditions ensured the achievement of a positive result of the Group's activities and transform a difficult year 
into a successful one. 
Diversification was the key. A diversified investor base and a very diversified investment portfolio in terms of 
geography, counterparts, borrowers and economic sectors allowed our funds to remain stable along all 2020.  
Total Assets of Mikro Fund and ALTERNATIVE (simple sum) reached €838 million, or 24.9% more than at the end of 
2019. Total investors exceeded 900 in Europe and Russia. The average ticket per investor continues to be around half a 
million euros for both funds.  
The Total Net Profit of Mikro Fund and ALTERNATIVE (simple sum) reached €20 million in 2020. 
Mikro Fund’s NAV significantly increased to €125.4 million (€855.9 k/unit), 18.4% higher than at the end of 2019, while 
its Total Assets reached €724.9 million (+27.6% compared to the end of 2019). The PAR90+ of its investments (2.2%) is 
significantly overperforming the industry standards and shows the highest level of portfolio quality.  
ALTERNATIVE’s NAV increased slightly in 2020 as well, reaching €45.3 million (€2.8 million/unit), 1.1% more than at the 
end of the previous year. Total Assets reached €113.5 million, better than one year ago. Proper diversification and 
adequate credit processes have made it possible to achieve a very low PAR90+ (1.8%), i.e. 30.3% less than at the end of 
2019. 
 
By end of May, the total of new subscriptions in our funds – Mikro Fund and Alternative – reached €212 million of 
bonds issued as from beginning of the year. April confirmed Mikro Fund's PAR30 at 3.5%, down by more than 60% 
compared to the same month in 2020. ALTERNATIVE's PAR30 in April continued decreasing, reaching 2.3%, more than 
50% less compared to April last year. 
The PAR90 value for both Mikro Fund and Alternative continued decreasing compared to the previous month, reaching 
1.9% and 1.5% respectively. If we compared them with the values registered during the same month of 2020 we see a 
drastic reduction, from 5.4% and 2.65%.  
The NPL at fund level is stable at 0%. 
 
Below are some of our latest accomplishments. 
Mikro Leasing Belarus advanced in its digital transformation. At this time, customers can register, identify themselves 
and exchange documents and certificates online, simplifying case management and making the procedures for 
processing loan applications much more streamlined and faster. 
Mikro Kapital Italy reached a new record for micro-loans issued during last April, and it is on its way to breaking that 
record in May. Moreover, Mikro Kapital Italy has been working on the project created by the Municipality of Rome and 
the Ente Nazionale per il Microcredito (National Body for Microcredit-ENM) aiming at supporting the economic and 
social sphere of the city. Putting at disposal its knowledge of microfinance and our model the company has already 
issued more than € 150,000 to overcome the economic crisis created by the pandemic. 
Mikro Leasing Uzbekistan signed two important agreements with two major industrial machinery dealers. 
National Leasing Russia received approvals for new credit lines from local Russian banks. 
Delimobil launched a key important project aimed at growth in car utilisation, increasing revenue per car and car 
availability for clients: the demand-supply pricing algorithm. This algorithm analyses demand in each area and gives 
mark-ups for the cars in the high-demand areas and discounts for cars with low demand. This initiative allowed 
Delimobil to achieve a 17% revenue increase per car and 30M roubles added revenue per month. 
Anytime optimised its partnership with VISA in Belarus: clients get bonuses from Anytime paying the carsharing service 
with VISA card. 70% of these bonuses are compensated by Visa, while before this figure was 50%. Anytime Belarus also 
earned record gross revenues in May of more than 988K BYN. The company established a partnership with Huawei in 
Kazakhstan which will include ads in the app store, a loyalty programme and offering gifts as bonuses. Moreover, it 
partnered with a consumer electronics retail chain to pre-install the anytime app. Anytime Kazakhstan saw record 
revenues in May of more than165mn KZT. The Czech Republic also recorded record revenues during this month of 
more than 5mn CZK. A new teasing campaign on YouTube was launched about the new cars available in Prague 

(additional 190 new Toyota C-HR and Corolla cars). 



 

 
 
 
KEY CHARACTERISTICS of Mikro Fund and ALTERNATIVE as at 30 April 2021 
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Weighted PAR30 of 
Portfolio MFIs 

4.14% 1.78% 4.36% 1.24% 2.11% 2.53% 2.06% 1.56% 3.15% 1.88% 2.66% 2.26% 4.95% 3.64% 5.04% 3.74% 6.35% 3.84% 8.33% 5.41% 

Weighted PAR90 of 
Portfolio MFIs 

2.16% 1.58% 1.97% 0.28% 0.86% 0.34% 0.84% 0.61% 1.13% 0.79% 1.28% 0.86% 2.51% 2.54% 3.87% 2.59% 3.90% 2.68% 5.40% 2.65% 

NPLs at the fund level 0.85% 0.00% 1.30% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

 

  May-20 Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 

Weighted PAR30 of 
Portfolio MFIs 

6.81% 4.58% 5.52% 3.58% 5.18% 3.82% 5.1% 3.7% 4.8% 3.4% 3.3% 3.3% 3.8% 3.6% 3.4% 2.4% 3.7% 2.9% 3.5% 2.7% 

Weighted PAR90 of 
Portfolio MFIs 

3.20% 2.62% 3.53% 2.69% 3.73% 2.29% 3.69% 2.34% 3.7% 2.3% 2.2% 2.1% 2.4% 2.0% 2.2% 1.8% 2.0% 1.7% 2.1% 1.7% 

NPLs at the fund level 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

 

  Mar-21 Apr-21 

Weighted PAR30 of 
Portfolio MFIs 

3.5% 2.6% 3.5% 2.3% 

Weighted PAR90 of 
Portfolio MFIs 

2.2% 1.6% 1.9% 1.5% 

NPLs at the fund level 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

 


